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LEARNING,
SHAPING,
COMPETENCES



Presentation
Overview
THINGS WE'LL COVER • Let's meet!

• Why Business Model Canvas?
• What about competences?
• Self determination theory
• Are these crucial...?
• Could you identify problems?
• Learning Stages
• Contact



On a daily basis we have to start from the
bottom. Again and again. 
 
Can you introduce yourself?

TRY TO LISTEN.

Let's meet. Now.



Business Model Canvas for the win! 

MAXIMIZING STRATEGY
IN CLASS VIA PROJECT
MANAGEMENT (HUH..?)

WHAT I
PROMISE



SELF
DETERMINATION
THEORY

It doesn't mean: "be
independent". It means:
act in harmony with yourself. 

Autonomy
Will to interact, be connected
to and experience caring for
others. Is it good for you?

Relatedness

Seek to control the outcome and
experience mastery. 
Try, fail, repeat.

Competence



Something never done before. The fact that it will be at a different time with differentpeople makes it distinct.

DELIVERS AN UNIQUEOUTPUT
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last but
not least
Project include complex
activities, there's a time for
coordination. It comes mainly
from the fact that projects
have limited time and resources   
HOW TO DEAL WITH THIS?!

DELIVERS ACTIVITY



1. FACTS OVER OPINIONS
2. DATA OVER VIEWS
3. IGNORE THE 

 METHODOLOGICAL AGNOSTICS
 

Learning by
solving

Item 1
20%

Item 2
20%

Item 3
20%

Item 4
20%

Item 5
20%



"it makes no sense to set
up a blog, as soon as
audiovisual message will
be the most common. What
we can do for people with
disabillities?"

Julia Miller
Future Journalist

"working on your own will
not provide large
revenues at all, but it's
easier to see what is
wrong"

Jacob Nowak
Future Business
Owner

"If there's a job that
looks like a place for
men, there's a niche to
gain proper team where
women play a bigger part"

Cate Pierce
Future IT Leader

WHAT OUR
STUDENTS SAY



How can that
service improve
your place?

How does it amplify
your school/class?



1. DEFINE THE GOAL
2. EVALUATE OPTIONS
3. CHOOSE & CONFIRM OPTION

GET THE
ENGAGEMENT YOU
DESERVE



 
Expanding own knowledge based
on the information obtained

Learning to know
How to take care of yourself
and your own well-being. How
to be a conscious human
individual

Learning to be

Cooperating with other
people, working out common
solutions

Learning to live
together How to take responsibility

for your own actions and then
exceed your own limitations

Learning to do
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Report to UNESCO of the International Commission 
on Education for the Twentyfirst Century, 1996. 

Link: www.unesco.org/education/pdf/15_62



GERARD HOETHER

tasks, the new ones, that help
children develop
acquiring orientation with the
help of authorities
communities where children feel
safe

Brain is the
best part



THE BEST WAY OF 
DOING THINGS:
RESPONSIBLE FREEDOM(?)

Freedom, however, is not the last
word. Freedom is only part of the
story and half of the truth.
 

Freedom is but the negative aspect of the
whole phenomenon whose positive aspect is

responsibleness. In fact, freedom is in
danger of degenerating into mere

arbitrariness unless it is lived in terms of
responsibleness.

Viktor Frankl, (1956) Man's Search for
Meaning, p. 209-210.



Divergent
thinking or
lateral thinking  
means creating
several creative
solutions to the
same problem. 
It's a
spontaneous,
fluid and 
non-linear
approach based
on curiosity and
nonconformity.

 

Age 3-5 years
98%

Age 8-10 years
32%

Age 13-15 years
10%

Age +25 years
2%

Land, George and Beth Jarman:
Breakpoint and Beyond: Mastering
the Future Today, New York 1991.

(W=1500)



types of skills to
function well in
life. The hierarchy
of validity depends
on many
demographic,
cultural and social
factors.

March, 1990
[WHO]

Competences History

critical thinking,
design thinking,
creativity, team
management, complex
problem solving
etc.

March, 2020
[WEF]



 

Business Model
Canvas?

so... what's that?!



 

"Way to create a clear
vision using just a
single sheet of a paper"

A plan for the successful operation of a business,
identifying sources of revenue, the target customer
base, products and details of financing. Tells us,
how the key drivers fit together.

 Tropicana Beach Club is a must for sangria and
seafood, just steps from the ocean.



 

2008
Alexander

Osterwalder

How does it look like?



 

01
CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS 
who are
your
customers?



 

02
VALUE
PROPOSITION 
what need
are you
satisfied?



 

03
CHANNELS

 
how you can
deliver
product to
the market?



 

04
CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS 
how to gain,
keep and
grow your
customers?



 

05
REVENUE STREAMS

 
how does
your business
earn money?



 

06
KEY RESOURCES

 
what unique
resources
does your
business have
or need?



 

07
KEY ACTIVITIES

 
how to act to
deliver your
product,
what should
you "DO"?



 

08
KEY
PARTNERSHIPS 
what can you
outsource if
something is
not the key
activity?



 

09
COST 
STRUCTURE 
what are the
major costs
incurred by
your
business?



 

let's check the

example !



 

HOW TO FIND YOUR VALUES?



 

SafetyAuthenticity Patience

Righteousness SensitivityCuriosity



 

PrideGentleness Discretion

Flexibility EfficiencyStability



 

DignityEnthusiasm
Close 

relationships

Honor ConsistencyHarmony



 

LoyaltyCleanliness Wisdom

Hope PerfectionLove



 

ResponsibilityIndependence Courage

Competence PassionOpenness



 

ResponsibilityIndependence Courage

Competence PassionOpenness



 

FriendshipPrestige Helping others

Humility SimplicityTruth



 

FamilyPleasure Joy

Sense RiskDevelopment



 

ReliabilityFame Spontaneity

Happiness FirmnessJustice



 

IntoleranceGenerosity Respect

Tolerance ThoughtfulnessNobility



 

CommitmentCreativity Honesty

Faithfulness ForbearanceFreedom



 

VulnerabilityHealth Faith

Trust EmpathyCredibility



 

VulnerabilityHealth Faith

Trust EmpathyCredibility



 

What problem 
do we solve 

and how 
we solve it?



 

It was really nice to
meet you!

Project Manager,
Gdańsk Business

Incubator STARTER

Paweł J. Płoski



PAWEŁ J. PŁOSKI

Let's contact

p.j.ploski@gmail.com

Mailing Address
inkubatorstarter.pl

Website
linkedin.com/
in/ploskipawel

LinkedIn



A GOOD EDUCATOR WHO 
DOES NOT INFLATE BUT RELEASE, 
DOES NOT PULL BUT RAISE, 
DOES NOT KNEAD BUT SHAPE, 
DOES NOT DICTATE BUT TEACH, 
DOES NOT DEMAND BUT ASK 
WILL EXPERIENCE MANY 
INSPIRING MOMENTS WITH STUDENTS.

 

Janusz Korczak


